ABRAM BRYN GATES PRIMARY SCHOOL
Year 3: Autumn Term: Friday Challenges (Homework) linked to Stone Age “The Boy with the Bronze Axe”
Dear Parent/Carer,
As well as reading regularly and practising spellings and times tables, we expect all children to have a go at their Friday Challenges and are more than happy if family members
join in with the children to help them complete the challenge they have selected. The following challenges can be done in any order, but should not be attempted all at once.
Use your Friday Challenge (Homework) Book to present your work. REMEMBER: Do not let your presentation standards slip! You are allowed/encouraged to ask anyone at home
for help and to use the internet as long as your work is your own. Ask an adult before making an internet search. Friday Challenge (Homework) books need to be in on Tuesday
of each week. Friday Challenges (Homework) will be monitored and work celebrated (in a variety of ways) to acknowledge the time and effort that has gone into the
challenges, however books will not receive a written comment from teaching staff. Your child should write the date and underline it. They should then leave a line and write the
challenge that they are completing that week and underline it. For example:
Monday 10th September 2019
2)
1)

Make up your own story, it can be about anything you
like but tell it through cave art
pictures!

4)

Stone Age Soup

Design and bake your own Stone Age Soup.

7)

Stone Age Song

Cave Art

3)
Create your own song/rap about some of the facts you
have learnt about the Stone Age.

5)

Living in the Stone Age

Draw a picture of a Stone Age boy or girl.
Add information to the picture. What did they wear?
What did they do? What were their lives like?

Super Stone

Name the different types of stone used by Stone Age
people. Describe what these stones were useful for
and why.

Imagine that you have been whisked back in time to
Pre-historic Britain. You have been allowed to take one
person or one object from 2014. What or who would
you take and how would you explain your choice?
6)

All about Dinosaurs!

Produce a dinosaur fact file (Choose one dinosaur) with
research facts including who found the fossils, where they
were found and when.
9)

8)

Time travellers

Settlements in the Stone Age

Stone age maths

Stone age people did not understand numbers as
we do. Archaeologists have found tally markings in
caves that they think might be stone age counting.
Can you come up with your own method of
counting? You might want to choose symbols to
mean certain amounts. Will you count in sets of 10 or
will your counting system work in another way?

Research and find out about the settlement of Skara
Brae. Put together some notes about your findings.

